Another Innovative Solution from Colson, the World’s Leading Caster Manufacturer

Defend your material handling equipment with Commander HD wheels from Colson.

- Designed to withstand heavy loads and abusive impacts (up to 7,200 lbs. each)
- Machined, not injection molded for added strength and impact resistance
- Slightly crowned tread profile provides better mobility than flat tread wheels
- Maintenance free, sealed precision bearings require less effort to start-up and maintain a rolling load
- More floor protective than iron, steel, or phenolic wheels
- Resistant to moisture, oils and most chemicals
- Applications include tool and die carts, engine hoists, ground support equipment, assembly line equipment and much more
- Backed by Colson’s 3 year industry leading warranty

Wheel Profile: Slight Crown
Color: Black
Temperature Range: -30˚F to +220˚F
Hardness: 78-82 Durometer Shore D Scale
Introducing the latest high quality, heavy-duty wheel product from Colson—Commander HD.

The new Commander HD wheel lineup from Colson rolls on, even in your most demanding environments and applications. The wheel is perfected for superior performance under extreme capacities (2,000-7200 lbs. each) in critical applications, including die carts, engine hoists, ground support equipment and much more. And, Colson’s easy-rolling Commander HD wheel provides floor protection where steel, iron or phenolic wheels would lose the battle. The unique and durable Nylatron® wheel material is machined, not injection molded, which adds impact strength and durability. The wheel’s ergonomic sealed precision ball bearings protect against time-consuming and expensive maintenance. What’s more, Commander HD resists moisture and most chemicals, making it suitable for corrosive environments.

Strength and floor protection united! That’s the Commander HD wheel advantage. Contact your Authorized Colson Distributor today for more information on Commander HD wheels and to place an order.